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Cake: Yvonne’s Delightful Cakes Ltd.

P L A N N I N G   D e s s e r t s

Sweet selection: Dessert tables and mini-desserts are a 
great way to add another visual display at your reception, 
plus you won’t have to decide between all those delicious 
cake flavours! Instead of committing to cupcakes, consider 
picking a centrepiece cake for the cake cutting and a 
selection of smaller desserts for guests to choose from. 
Get glitzy: From a subtle shimmering of edible gold leaf 
to tiers of all-out glitter, metallic touches work with almost 
every style of dessert! Unexpected ways to add a metallic 
touch include detailed lace patterns, fine edible glitter, or 
bold geometric patterns.
Pretty painting: Turn your cake into a canvas with 
watercolour washes, stained glass patterns, or painted 
florals and patterns. Your imagination is the limit with this 
trend!
Textured embellishments: Add some light and airy sugar 
ruffles, piped icing embroidery, or sugary rosettes. Alternate 
tiers on part of the cake for a beautiful accent or all over 
the cake for a sweet statement. Keep the look modern and 
beautiful by using white or ivory icing.
White on white: Go modern with all-white details! By 
adding texture and embellishments like piped patterns, 
petals, or pretty pearls, you can prove that monochromatic 
doesn’t need to mean boring.
Great gems: Love the look of elegant marble or agate? 
Adore glittering geode crystals? Cake designs like these will 
make a flawless statement at your reception.
Mountains of macarons: Searching for the perfect 
centerpiece for your sweets table, or just looking for an 
alternative to cupcakes? A macaron tower is a chic option to 
a tiered cake. They’re modern and you can even customize 
the colours to match your wedding theme and palette. 
Fondant fun: Play with bold, whimsical patterns and add 
a smattering of fondant triangles, stripes and chevron, or 
pretty polkadots. Full of personality, fondant patterns are a 
perfect pop for modern urban weddings.

The
Sweetest 
Thing
ONE OF THE SWEETEST PARTS OF 

WEDDING PLANNING? Cake tastings and 
choosing your wedding desserts! Whether 

you want a statement cake or a dessert table, 
buttercream or fondant, there’s a delightful dessert 
option that’s perfect for every wedding.
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Cake: Cakes With Attitude
Photographer: Photos With Finesse

Cake: Twisted Sisters Catering & Event Planning
Photographer: The 38 Photography

Cake: Cake Creations
Photographer: Studio Lumen

Cake: Sugar by Tracy
Photographer: Elegance Photography
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Cake: 
Laurabella Custom Cakery
Photographer: 
Just Married Photography

Cake: Yvonne’s Delightful Cakes Ltd.

Cake: 
Sugar by Tracy
Photographer: 
Raelene Schulmeister 
Photography

Cake: 
Sugar by Tracy
Photographer: 

Raelene Schulmeister 
Photography


